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My Blog Sites
ENGL 101: www.whynotcomicbooks.com (using a superhero approach)
ENGL 102: www.whynotgraphicnovels.com (teaching with graphic novels)
British Literature / Graphic Novels and Film: www.ideas-are-bulletproof.com (a bit of both comics and more)
Operating Principle
McCloud refers to the means of conveying larger, symbolic concepts through simpler means as “Amplification
through simplification” (30). In other words, well more precisely McCloud’s words paraphrased, is that when
one “strips” down the layers of detail one in fact reveals or brings into clarity the “essential meaning” of the
image (30).
McCloud Illustrates it thus:

I illustrate it thus:
Of course, here I
am in a realistic
depiction. To
change it up I
opted to depict
myself, like
McCloud, in a
more simplified
version:

McCloud, Scott. Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art. HarperPerennial, 1993.
How do we get here
Step 1: Decide if the process works for you.
Step 2: Decide if you have the artistic skills or, and mine is a collaborative process, partner with an artist to
create stock images to create your visual material
Step 3: Find a program to build and create your visual material. I use Comic Life 3:
http://plasq.com/apps/comiclife/macwin/ and I feel it is a very good program for what I do. The program is
available for trial for 30 days and costs $29.99 to buy
To demonstrate, I have a video on YouTube.com where I illustrate my exploration of it, found here:
https://youtu.be/t-nsmaOkcKU
Step 4: (something I do in the video more) Put together the kinds of projects, information, material,
assignments, etc. you want to create in order to engage your students.
Mission
Make use of any and all available means (to paraphrase Aristotle) to engage your students to help them succeed.

Screen Capture Sampling of some of my creations using Comic Life 3

